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Abstract: In scheduling algorithms based on Rate Monotonic (RM) method widely used in development of
real-time systems, tasks with shorter periods have higher priorities. In contrast, ones with longer periods
are likely to suffer from increased response times and jitters due to their lower priorities. Execution Right
Delegation (ERD) we proposed is a method based on RM where a high-priority server for particular (or im-
portant) tasks is introduced to shorten response time and jitter of the tasks. Our previous work showed ERD
improves real-time processing of the target tasks through simulations. However, Response Time Analysis
(RTA), which assures worst case response time of the task, was left to future work. This paper shows RTA
for ERD and evaluates it by comparing with a Deadline Monotonic method and ERD simulation results.
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1. Introduction

The main purpose of real-time scheduling algorithms is to

achieve optimal scheduling for tasks which have a period,

execution time, and/or deadline. It is important for the al-

gorithms to not only meet the deadline of each task but also

shorten its response time and jitter.

In scheduling algorithms based on Rate Monotonic (RM)

[1] method widely used in development of real-time systems,

tasks with shorter periods have higher priorities. In con-

trast, ones with longer periods are likely to suffer from in-

creased response times and jitters due to their lower priori-

ties.

Execution Right Delegation (ERD) [2] [3] we proposed

is a method based on RM where a high-priority server for

a particular (or important) taski is introduced to shorten

response time and jitter. Our previous work showed ERD

improves real-time processing of the target tasks through

simulations. ERD method assures that worst case response

time (WCRT) of the important task is at least equal to or

less than that by the conventional RM method. However,

obtaining Response Time Analysis (RTA), which gives the

WCRT, was left as a future work in the previous study. The

aim of this paper is to show RTA of ERD.

This paper consists of five sections. Section 2 describes

related work in terms of response time analysis in real-time
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(e.g. warning lamp, low fuel).

systems. Section 3 reviews ERD method which was pro-

posed in the authors’ previous study. Section 4 proposes

RTA of ERD. Evaluation of the proposed method is shown

in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

2.1 Scheduling Algorithms

In the RM model, task τi releases an infinite sequence of

Jobs. Once Job is released, it runs during the defined time

Ci. Job is released every period Ti.

Notation of a task is τi = (Ci, Ti). A set of tasks is de-

noted as Γ = {τ1, τ2, ..., τn}, where the smaller subscript

figure a task has, the shorter period and higher priority it

has ( i.e. T1 ≤ T2 ≤ ... ≤ Tn). A deadline miss occurs if

Job does not finish by the next task release.

Deadline Monotonic (DM) [4], whose model includes rel-

ative deadline Di in addition to period Ti and execution

time Ci, is another scheduling algorithm. The shorter the

relative deadline of a task is, the higher its priority is. As

priority is determined by deadline independent of a period,

response time and jitter of a task with a longer period can

be shortened by assigning a short deadline.

There are several fixed-priority server algorithms for

shortening response times of particular aperiodic tasks. De-

ferrable Server (DS) [5] and Priority Exchange (PE) [5] are

representatives. Servers in these algorithms have a period

and a capacity which corresponds to execution time. The

servers are scheduled along with a set of periodic tasks while

their capacity is consumed for execution of aperiodic tasks.

In these algorithms, the server period and capacity are de-

cided according to processor utilization of the whole periodic

task set, where the importance of a particular periodic task

is not considered. On the other hand, the method proposed

in our previous paper obtains and uses the period and the
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capacity in favor of a particular (important) periodic task,

although the server algorithm is basically PE.

2.2 Priority Assignment

The aim of ERD is to shorten response time of an impor-

tant task regardless of its period. In order to assign prior-

ity to the task regardless of the period, Leung and White-

head generalized that DM priority assignment is optimal for

synchronous periodic task sets (without phases) with con-

strained deadlines [6]. In different system model (e.g. tasks

with phases, tasks with arbitrary deadlines, non preemptive

scheduling), it is known that DM is not optimal [7].

2.3 Response Time Analysis

There is a classical method in order to judge whether a

task set is schedulable or not. Liu et al. [1] proposed a

schedulability test by calculating processor utilization by all

tasks and comparing it with the least upper bound for the

task set. This test provides only a sufficient condition, which

leaves the estimate pessimistic.

Response Time Analysis (RTA) [8] provides a necessary

and sufficient condition of schedulability for RM, which is

defined as follows:

Definition 2.1 (Response Time Analysis (RTA) [8]

of RM): In a fixed-priority scheduling, the longest re-

sponse timeii, Ri, of task τi is computed asiii:

Ri = Ci +

i−1∑
j=1

⌈Ri

Tj
⌉Cj. (1)

Ri appears on both sides. Thus, Ri is calculated by set-

ting an appropriate value (e.g. Ci) as the initial value to Ri

and increasing Ri until both sides become equal.

Several RTA methods for multiprocessor are proposed.

Bertogna et al. proposed RTA for global fixed-priority mul-

tiprocessor scheduling [9]. Compared with single processor

RTA, multiprocessor RTA provides only a sufficient condi-

tion with its pessimism. In the method, interference time,

which is a total amount of time that higher priority tasks

prevent a certain task from working, is introduced. Guan

et al. improved Bertogna’s method by limiting carry-in

load, a part of interference time, of higher priority tasks

(RTA LC) [10]. Sun et al. revised RTA LC to reduce its

pessimism. The method provides more accuracy result [11].

They applied schedulability test for multiprocessor parti-

tioned schedule by the RTA [12]. Zhou et al. showed RTA

for a model that a task has a non-preemptive point under

multiprocessor global scheduling [13]. As mentioned above,

there are various RTAs dedicated to specific models or dif-

ferent systems.

ii If the first jobs of all tasks are released simultaneously at the
instant t = 0, response time of each task becomes the worst
case for the corresponding task (Critical Instant [1]).

iii The smaller subscript a task has, the shorter period and higher
priority it has. That is, for τi and τj , if i < j, τi has higher
priority than τj .

3. Execution Right Delegation (ERD)

3.1 System Model and Definitions

ERD is a method to shorten response time and jitter of

a particular (or important) task, τp, in a task set by using

a high-priority virtual server, VS, which has capacity of Cs

and period of Ts while keeping whole deadline of the task

set. We assume τp has a relatively lower priority due to its

longer period. By making the priority of VS high with short

Ts, τp can be executed at the high priority while consuming

Cs. The basic behavior of VS is from PE [5].

The target system model of this study is single processor

fixed task priority. ERD assumes that each task has execu-

tion time and period, and that the deadline is equal to its

period. A task does not have a phase, which means that the

first job is released at t = 0. The scheduling rule follows RM

except for a particular (target) task which VS is applied to.

First, we describe a theorem and a lemma as well as def-

initions underlying ERDiv. Based on these, a virtual server

VS is introduced into a task set.

Theorem 3.1 (Changing Priorities of Tasks): As-

suming that a schedulable task set Γ includes τp and τh
and that the priority of τh is higher than that of τp, a task

set Γ′, in which the priority of τp is changed to be higher

than τh while the others are in the same priority as in Γ,

is schedulable if Rp is equal to or less than Th.

Definition 3.2 (Idle Time): An Idle Time is a period

in which any task’s job is not executed. idle(t) gives the

total amount of idle times between 0 and the instant t.

Lemma 3.3 (Adding an Idle Task): If there exists

Idle Time between 0 and τh’s period Th, adding a new task

τidle, whose execution time is idle(Th)
v and whose period

is Th, to Γ leaves the new task set schedulable.

Definition 3.4 (Delegation of Execution Right): In

ERD method, VS is scheduled based on RM rule. When VS

is given the execution right, a particular periodic task, τp,

is executed instead of VS. This situation is called Delega-

tion of Execution Right. If Job of τp has already finished

when the execution right is available, the behavior follows

PE rule [5] where jobs of the other tasks are executed while

the server capacity is accumulated at the priority level of

the running job.

Next, the following definition gives the algorithm for find-

ing Cs and Ts.

Definition 3.5 (Candidates of VS): Let Γ be a

schedulable task set and τp in Γ be a particular task whose

response time and jitter should be shortened. Then, RTA

in Definition 2.1 is applied to τ1, ..., and τp. From the re-

lation between Rp and T1, ..., Tp−1, Cs and Ts for VS are

obtained as follows.

iv Proofs of the theorem and lemma are found in [2].
v In this case, a relative time duration, e.g., Th, is regarded as a

time instant (t = Th).
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Cs =

{
Cp, if Rp ≤ Tp−1 (2)

idle′(Ts), otherwise (3)

Ts =

{
Th, if Rp ≤ Tp−1 (4)

t ∈ Ψ, otherwise (5)

where

Ψ = {T1, T2, ..., Tp−1}

Th = min( {t | t ∈ Ψ, Rp ≤ t} )

idle′(t) = t−
p−1∑
j=1

⌈ t

Tj
⌉Cj (t ∈ Ψ)

The following gives a scheduling example with VS derived

from the equations (2) and (4) .

Example 3.1 (ERD method - 1): With Γ =

{(2, 4), (3, 12), (3, 14)} and τp = τ3, RTA gives response

times of the three tasks as R1 = 2, R2 = 7, and R3 = 12.

Since R3 ≤ T2(= 12), equations (2) and (4) offer VS

= (3, 12).

Scheduling results by RM and ERD are shown in Figure

1 and Figure 2, respectively. At the instants t = 2, 3, and

6, delegation of execution right can be confirmed. In this

example, ERD improves response time of τ3 from 12 to 7.

Fig. 1 Scheduling example of RM.

Fig. 2 Scheduling example by ERD.

As for VS provided by the equations (3) and (5) , more

than one candidate can exist. Ψ = {T1, T2, ...Tp−1} is a set

of periods which are shorter than Tp, and idle′(Ti) gives the

length during which τp is executed. (Note that idle() in Def-

inition 3.2 and idle′() in Definition 3.5 are different. While

the former gives the sum of all idle times before any instant

t, the latter means, in each period in Ψ, the sum of time

slots during which any task in τ1, ..., τp−1 is not executed

but τp is executed due to Rp > Tp−1.)

Example 3.2 (ERD method - 2): With Γ =

{(1, 5), (1, 6), (2, 8), (4, 14)} and τp = τ4, RTA gives

Fig. 3 Schedule by RM for Γ = {(1, 5), (1, 6), (2, 8), (4, 14)}.

Fig. 4 Schedule by ERD with VS1 for Γ.

R1 = 1, R2 = 2, R3 = 4, and R4 = 14 (Figure 3)．
VS is given by the equations (3) and (5) due to

R4 > T3. With Ψ = {T1, T2, T3}, idle′(Ti) is calculated

for each period. Since idle′(T1) = 1，VS1 = (1, 5) is de-

rived. With VS1, R
′
4 = 14, which does not shorten response

time (Figure 4). Similarly, VS2 = (1, 6) is obtained from

idle′(T2) = 1. However, VS2 still gives R′
4 = 14.

Then, from idle′(T3) = 2, VS3 = (2, 8) is derived and

found to give R′
4 = 10 (Figure 5)．Finally, the results of

VS1, VS2, and VS3 are compared and VS3 is appointed as

VS because of the shortest response time for τ4.

Fig. 5 Schedule by ERD with VS3 for Γ.

It is worth noting that Deadline Monotonic schedulingvi

does not shorten the response time of τ4 with the above Γ.

DM is effective only when the relative deadline of τ4 can

be made less than or equal to the period of higher-priority

tasks. However, for Γ in this example, if the deadline is set

to be less than or equal to T3, τ3’s job results in missing its

deadline.

vi In DM model, each task has relative deadline independent of
its period and execution time. The shorter the deadline is, the
higher its priority is.
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4. RTA of ERD

4.1 Interference Time

Our previous paper [2] showed through simulation that

ERD can reduce the response time of specific task τp but it

left a future work of obtaining the WCRT from mathemati-

cal perspective. In the model of single processor RM, WCRT

of a task is equal to the response time of its first released

job. On the other hand, as in multiprocessor scheduling, the

instance of τp’s WCRT is unknown in ERD. In some cases,

τp’s first job’s response time becomes its WCRT like exam-

ples in the previous section. However, Figure 6 shows the

second job’s response time is longer than the first job’s one.

Fig. 6 Second Job has longer response time.

In this section, we present RTA of ERD. Let RRM
i be a

WCRT of τi in RM scheduling, and RERD
i be a WCRT of

τi in ERD scheduling.

Definition 4.1 (τvs and τh): τvs is a task whose period

is the same as VS and whose priority is treated as being

lower then VS. τh is a task whose priority is higher than

τp but excludes τvs.

τ2 in Figure 2, τ1 in Figure 4, and τ3 in Figure 5 are τvs.

Lemma 4.2 (Upper bound of WCRT in ERD): For

τp, R
ERD
p ≤ RRM

p .

Proof. In ERD method, τp is executed if VS whose priority

is higher than τp has execution right. As a result, τp’s exe-

cution is advanced. Otherwise, τp is scheduled according to

the same rule as the RM method. Therefore, the response

time can be no longer than the RM method.

Theorem 4.3 (WCRT of High Priority Task): A

task subset Γhp consists of tasks whose priority is higher

than τp. For any τi ∈ Γhp(i < p), a response time of τi’s

first job exhibits RERD
i .

Proof. For τi, VS can be regarded as a task with execution

time Cs and period Ts. Let VS be appended as a periodic

task to Γhp, and make a task set Γhp′ . After scheduling Γhp′

with RM rule, WCRT of τi can be retrieved from Definition

2.1.

Definition 4.4 (Interference Time): Interference

time IERD
i is the maximum time that some higher-priority

task τi affects response time of τp under ERD scheduling.

IRM
i is the case under RM scheduling and calculated as

IRM
i = ⌈RRM

p

Ti
⌉Ci.

Lemma 4.5 (Upper bound of Interference Time of

τh): For τh ∈ Γhp(h < p, h ̸= vs), IERD
h ≤ IRM

h .

Proof. Due to a contribution of VS, IERD
h ≤ ⌈RERD

p

Th
⌉Ch.

From Lemma 4.2, ⌈RERD
p

Th
⌉Ch ≤ ⌈RRM

p

Th
⌉Ch = IRM

h . Thus,

IERD
h ≤ IRM

h .

Now that we obtained upper bound of interference time

of τh, with regards to the estimate of interference time of

τvs, we start a method based on Bertogna’s way [9]. We

focus on the interference time while a task τvs with higher

priority than τp operates in an interval L. L is divided into

3 sub intervals (Figure 7): Lbody is the interval consisting

of τvs’s successive periods which are totally included in L,

Lcarry in/Lcin is the interval between the beginning of L

and the beginning of Lbody, and Lcarry out/Lco is the in-

terval between the end of Lbody and the end of L. Similar

to the single processor RTA in Definition 2.1, ERD RTA re-

peats the calculations so that the right and left sides gets

equal. Let the initial value of L be the response time of τp

in the RM method.

L = RRM
p (6)

Now we consider Lcin, Lbody, and Lco that maximize an in-

terference time of τvs. There are two cases in which the

interference time is maximized: L starts at the time when

the job of τvs starts executing, and the job finishes at the

end of L. The same discussion can be made for the both

cases. We choose the former case here. In the interval Lcin,

Fig. 7 Body, Carried-in and Carried-out jobs.

in order to maximize interference time of τvs, the whole job

is required to be executed. On the other hand, in order to

maximize the length of Lbody plus Lco, Lcin must be mini-

mized. Such Lcin is calculated as:

Lcin = Tvs −RERD
vs + Cvs. (7)

where RERD
vs is derived from Theorem 4.3. With Lcin,

Lbody and Lco are:
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nbody = ⌊L− Lcin

Tvs
⌋

Lbody = nbody × Tvs

Lco = L− (Lcin + Lbody).

Thus, the execution times, cin and body, of τvs’s jobs in

the intervals Lcin and Lbody, respectively, are calculated as

follows.

cin = Cvs

body = nbody × Cvs

Lemma 4.6 (Carried-out job of τvs): Upper bound of

the execution time, co, of τvs’s job in the interval Lco is

calculated as follows.

co = min(max(Lco − Cs, 0), Cvs)

Proof. From Definition 4.1, τvs’s priority is evidently lower

than VS and its period is the same as VS. That is, at the

release instant of τvs’s job, VS is ready to execute. If there

is no higher priority task’s job than VS, τp’s job is executed.

In the case that higher priority task’s job is released, that

job is executed. In any case, τvs’s job must wait for Cs,

which is the capacity of VS.

Lemma 4.7 (Interference Time of ERD): Interfer-

ence Time IERD
i of τi during an interval L is calculated

as follows.

IERD
i =

{
cin+ body + co if τi = τvs (8)

IRM
i otherwise (9)

Proof. By Lemmas 4.5, 4.6 and the discussion in this sec-

tion.

4.2 Reducing Carry-in

The discussion in the previous subsection supposes that,

in an interval L, the interference time to τp is the maximum

one. Thus, the response time of τp is to be pessimistic. In

regard to τvs’s carry-in job, we consider whether it is pos-

sible to be shortened or not. First, focus on the interval L′

which is τp’s period immediately before L (Figure 8). Each

Fig. 8 Body, Carried-in and Carried-out length in L’.

sub interval of L′ is calculated as follows.

L′ = Tp

L′
co = Tvs − Lcin

nbody′ = ⌊L
′ − L′

co

Tvs
⌋

L′
body = nbody′ × Tvs

L′
cin = L′ − (L′

co + L′
body)

Thus, co′, body′, and cin′ are as follows.

co′ = 0

body′ = nbody′ × Cvs

cin′ = min(max(L′
cin − Tvs +RERD

vs , 0), Cvs)

Let empty(l) be an idle/empty time in the interval l. In-

tuitively, l minus the sum of Cp and the interference time

of all of higher priority tasks than τp is idle/empty time. If

there is idle/empty time, it means there is room to advance

the carry-in job of τvs in Lcin. Then, we calculate empty

time in the interval L′ as follows.

empty(L′) = max(L′ − (cin′ + body′ + co′)−

Cp −
p−1∑

j=1,j ̸=vs

IERD
j , 0)

empty(L′) is the amount of time by which the carry-in job

is advanced. That is, a part of the carry-in job in Lcin is

moved to L′
co. Then, we update the execution time of the

carry-in job as ncin.

ncin = cin− empty(L′)

Compared to the formula (7) , Lcin of interval L can be

reduced as follows.

Lcin = Tvs −RERD
vs + ncin

We can replace cin and Lcin in the formulas in the previ-

ous subsection by ncin and the reduced Lcin, respectively,

and therefore can alleviate the pessimism of the interference

time.

4.3 Updating L

With the updated IERD
i , the initial value of RERD

p is

calculated as follows.

RERD
p =

∑
i<p

IERD
i + Cp

Recalling (6) , L can be updated by RERD
p . In addition,

the formula (9) in Lemma 4.7 can be updated since the

response time of τp is now shortened compared with RM

(see Definition 4.4). Consequently, the formula of Lemma

4.7 is updated as follows.

IERD
i =


cin+ body + co if τi = τvs (10)

⌈
RERD

p

Ti
⌉Ci otherwise (11)

Theorem 4.8 (RTA of ERD): In ERD, τp’s WCRT
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is calculated as :

RERD
p =

∑
i<p

IERD
i + Cp. (12)

where the initial value of RERD
p is RRM

p . Calculation is

repeated until RERD
p is unchanged.

Proof. By the discussion in this section.

5. Evaluation

5.1 Task Sets

In this section, we evaluate the proposed method by show-

ing how much the analyzed WCRT is shortened compared

with RM RTA. For comparison, we show the results of ERD

RTA and DM RTA. In addition, the longest response times

in the task scheduling simulation with ERD (ERD simula-

tion) are shown for referencevii. For evaluation, 10,000 task

sets are synthetically generated. Each task set is schedula-

ble (with no deadline misses) under RM and has processor

utilization of 80% to 96%. When generating task sets, tasks’

periods are decided by random numbers based on the expo-

nential distribution, and their execution times are decide by

random numbers based on the uniform distribution where

the upper bound is 50% of the corresponding periods.

In each task set, the target task τp whose response time

should be shortened is a task with the lowest priority or a

task with a medium priority. Simulation period is 100,000

ticks. The same task sets are used for ERD RTA and DM

RTA as well as ERD simulation.

5.2 Results

The ERD method shortens the response time by using

a high-priority virtual server, while the DM method can

shorten the response time when the priority of τp can be

raised by regulating its relative deadline. Figure 9 shows

the ratio of task sets which can reduce WCRT when the

priority of τp is the lowest in the task sets. The horizontal

axis indicates the processor utilization of the task sets, and

the vertical axis indicates the ratio of the task sets that can

have WCRT reduced. In the ERD simulation, the longest

response times can be reduced for almost all task sets whose

processor utilization is up to 84%. On the other hand, in

the ERD RTA method, fewer task sets have shorter WCRT

for τp. This means there is a possibility that ERD RTA is

still pessimistic. In the DM method, it is confirmed that

even fewer task sets that in ERD RTA can have shortened

WCRT for τp.

Figure 10 shows the average WCRT normalized to RM

RTA. While ERD RTA exhibits shorter WCRT than DM

RTA, it is longer than ERD simulation due to its pessimism,

which implies there is room for further improving the anal-

ysis.

Figure 11 and Figure 12 are the results when the priority

of τp is a medium among the tasks in a set. Similar trends

vii In ERD simulation, the obtained longest response times might
not be WCRTs, since the simulation period is limited.

Fig. 9 Ratio of task sets with shortened WCRT (τp’s priority is
the lowest).

Fig. 10 Average WCRT normalized to RM (τp’s priority is the
lowest).

to Figure 9 and Figure 10 can be seen except that more task

sets have shorter WCRTs than RM RTA (Figure 11).

5.3 Discussion

From the results in the previous subsection, we can con-

firm that the proposed RTAmethod for ERD obtains shorter

WCRTs than DM method for the same task set, which

means ERD can give higher schedulability than DM. How-

ever, the obtained WCRT is still pessimistic compared to

the actual longest response times exhibited by ERD simula-

tion. This pessimism is mainly due to the calculation where

the interference time of a higher priority task τh (not τvs) is

supposed to be the same as in the case of RM method (see

the formula (11) ). Further improvement in WCRT would

be made by reducing the interference time of τh which has

higher priority than τp but lower than VS. This problem is

a combinatorial optimization problem under the model that

tasks have phases and is left to a future work.

6. Conclusion

Execution Right Delegation (ERD) is a real-time schedul-

ing technique that improves real-time performance of tasks

which have long periods but are of high importance, while

RM necessarily gives low priority to tasks with long periods.

In this paper, after reviewing ERD, we showed a response

time analysis (RTA) method of ERD and evaluated it in

comparison with DM RTA and the simulated behavior of

ERD. The results showed that ERD RTA can give shorter
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Fig. 11 Ratio of task sets with shortened WCRT (τp’s priority
is a medium).

Fig. 12 Average WCRT normalized to RM (τp’s priority is a
medium).

worst case response times (WCRTs) than DM RTA but is

still pessimistic analysis compared with the simulation re-

sults. There is room to improve the analysis for further

reduced WCRT.
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